
The water cycle is the continuous 

re-cycling of the earths water 

sources.

It is a closed system as no water 

is gained or lost from the cycle

Evaporation – water is heated 

and changes to a gas called water 

vapour

Condensation – Water vapour is 

cooled and forms clouds

Precipitation – Water falls to 

earth as rain or snow

Run-off – Water flows over land 

back to the ocean

Groundwater flow – Water flows 

underground back to the oceans

The drainage basin system shows what happens to 
water when it reaches the land.  These include;

Storage above or below ground
Flows into or across the land, through soil or rocks 
Output through evaporation, transpiration or river 

flow. 

When river discharge becomes too great for a river to 
contain  it floods.  The flat land around a river that usually 

floods is called the floodplain.  Humans build settlements on 
flood plains so they need to be defended against flooding.

River processes
Weathering – The breakdown 
of river valley sides by the 
actions of weather or plant 
roots
Erosion - The breakdown and 
removal of material by the 
action of water
Transportation - The 
movement of river load by the 
force of water
Bed Load – Material like 
pebbles transported by a river 
Deposition. - When load is 
dropped by slower flowing 
water

Features of River Severn 
drainage basin

Source – Cambrian mountains 
wales

Rainfall at source – 2000m
River length - 354 km

Drainage basin size - 11419 Sq
km

Tributaries – 100’s
Width at mouth 3.5km

Average discharge 61m3 per sec

A drainage basin 
is the area of 

land drained by a 
river and its
tributaries 

(smaller streams) 
It is separated 

from other river 
drainage basins 
by a watershed

(high land)

A Storm Hydrograph is 
a graph that shows 

how a river’s discharge 
(flow) changes after 
rainfall and can be 

used to predict floods.

NO 
FLOOD

• Trees in drainage basin – intercept rainfall = longer lag time.
• Gentle rain = more water infiltrated = takes longer to reach river channel
• Permeable rock = more water infiltrated = takes longer to reach river.
• Dry soils = more water infiltrated = takes longer to reach river channel 
• Large drainage basins = water has to travel further to reach river = slower

FLOOD • Deforestation – no trees to intercept rainfall = shorter lag time
• Intense rain = too fast to infiltrate = more surface runoff = quicker to river
• Impermeable rock = rain not infiltrated = more surface runoff = quicker to 

river. Impermeable surfaces created when areas are urbanised 
(concrete).

• Steep slopes = quick transfer of water to river channel = short lag time

Hard engineering builds solid structures to stop flooding.  Soft 
engineering works with nature to reduce the causes of flooding

Hard engineering Soft engineering

Flood walls – Stop the river 
overflowing by containing its 
discharge

Flood plain zoning – Not 
building expensive properties 
in areas likely to flood

Dams – Control the flow of a 
river, reducing flooding 
downstream

Afforestation – Planting trees 
which absorb rainwater 
before it reaches the river

Channelisation – Widening 
and deepening the river 
channel to hold more water

Washlands – Allowing areas 
away from towns to flood, 
reducing flooding elsewhere

Types of erosion
Hydraulic action – The force 
of moving water wears and 
breaks up river bed and banks
Abrasion – The river uses its 
load to wear away river bed 
and banks
Attrition – River load is 
rubbed together and becomes 
smaller and rounder
Corrosion – Weak acid in river 
water slowly dissolves rocks 
like limestone

Types of transportation
Traction – Heavy rocks are 
rolled along the river bed
Saltation – Pebbles are 
flipped in the flow along the 
river bed
Suspension – Lighter material 
is carried in the river flow
Solution – dissolved material 
is carried in the river flow

A river has three 
sections called 

upper, middle and 
lower courses.
The gradient

(steepness) of a 
river from source 
to mouth is the 

River Long profile. 
It is steeper in the 

upper and flatter in 
the lower course

River features
Upper course – Mostly features of weathering and erosion

e.g. V shaped valley, Interlocking spurs, Rapids and 
Waterfalls

Middle course – A combination of erosion and deposition
e.g. Meanders, Ox-bow lakes, Floodplains

Lower course – Mostly features of deposition
e.g. Floodplains, Levees, Estuaries, Mudflats



As we are an island nation, the 
coastline has always been an 

important resource to us.  It gives us 
important trade routes with the rest 

of the world, provides many 
opportunities for leisure and 

recreation and is home to millions of 
people.  However, coastal processes 

are constantly changing the coastline, 
and because of this our coastline 

needs careful management

Coastal processes, caused by 
waves constantly change our 

coastline

Erosion – Waves wear away 
the coast

Transportation – Waves move 
eroded material from one 
place to another

Deposition – Waves dump 
eroded material to built up 
coastal features e.g. beaches 

Types of erosion 
Hydraulic action – The force of 
the waves crash into cliffs and 
smash them apart
Abrasion – Waves pick up sand 
and shingle and use it to 
smooth and wear away rocks
Attrition – The motion of 
waves moves pebbles on 
beaches, which smooths and 
rounds them
Corrosion – Sea water is 
capable of slowly dissolving 
rocks like limestone and chalk

Destructive waves
Erode away beaches
Are tall and frequent

Break powerfully
Have a small SWASH

Have a large BACKWASH
Drag sand back out to sea

Constructive waves
Build up (deposit) beaches

Are lower and less frequent
Break more gently

Have a large SWASH
Have a small BACKWASH

Push sand up a beach

Long shore Drift is how waves 
transport sediment along the 

coast
Waves come in to shore at an 
angle, blown by the wind
The swash of the wave 
washes sand at an angle up 
and across the beach.  The 
backwash pulls sand back out 
at 90° to the beach.  Sediment 
is moved along the beach 
with the zig zag motion of 
each wave

As waves break they SWASH
up the beach carrying sand 

with them.  Gravity pulls 
them back down the slope of 
the beach to the sea.  This is 

called BACKWASH

The coastline erodes at 
different rates depending 
on the resistance of  the 

coastal geology.
Resistant rocks (chalk and 
limestone) erode slowly 

forming headlands
Less resistant rocks (clays) 
erode quickly forming bays

Coastal landforms
These are distinctive features 
of the coast created by coastal 

processes (erosion, 
transportation and deposition)

Erosional features
Cliffs, Caves, Arches

Stacks, and Wave cut 
platforms.

Depositional features
Beaches, Sand dunes, Bars

And Spits

Cliffs – Erode and retreat backwards over time 
leaving behind a rocky wave cut platform at sea 

level.  This may be covered over by a beach.
1. The waves erodes a wave cut notch into the 

base of the cliff
2. The top of the cliff becomes weakened by 

weathering (the action of the weather)
3. The weakened cliff collapses as it is not 

supported at the bottom
4. The cliff retreats backwards as pieces fall off

Stacks Like Old Harry are formed as a headland is 
attacked over time by erosive waves.

1. Waves erode and enlarge weaknesses and 
cracks in the headland

2. Some cracks are enlarged into caves
3. A cave may erode right through the headland 

to form an arch
4. The top of the arch is weakened by 

weathering and eventually collapses leaving a 
free standing stack

Beaches are formed when 
constructive waves with a 

strong SWASH wash sand into 
a sheltered bay where it is 

deposited to build up a beach.  
The sand cannot be 

transported down the coast as 
it becomes trapped between 

the headlands at either end of 
the bay.

Spits are formed due to long 
shore drift and deposition.  If 

the coastline suddenly changes 
angle where transportation is 
moving sand along the coast, 

constructive waves may 
deposit a beach out to sea.  

This is called a spit.  They are 
often found across river 
mouths and estuaries.

Where erosion is a problem along the coast e.g. coastal towns, defences are 
often used to reduce the effects.  This is called coastal management.

Hard engineering is about building solid structures to stop erosion 
Soft engineering is using natural materials and processes to reduce the effects 

Hard engineering Soft engineering

Sea walls – A strong and expensive (often 
curved) wall that deflects the power of 
waves back out to sea, protecting valuable 
property behind from flooding and erosion

Beach nourishment – Adding sand 
to a beach to widen and make it 
higher so it absorbs wave energy 
more effectively

Groynes – Wooden structures that trap 
sand moved along the coast by Long Shore
drift.  The extra sand makes a wider beach 
which absorbs (dissipates) wave energy

Sand dune regeneration –
Encouraging sand dunes to 
develop . They absorb wave 
energy, protecting the land behind

Rock armour – Large piles of boulders that 
block waves and absorb (dissipate) wave 
energy in the gaps between them 

Managed retreat – Letting old 
defences fail so that the land and 
the sea can reach a  new balance

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCUvNIakH4c
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